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Montanstahl is a well-known supplier for top quality Sharp Corner Profiles for high end glazing glazed façades. The transoms and mullions are 
laser welded and designed to the specific structural needs of the individual project. Beside these optimised customised sizes, Montanstahl offers 
a range of Standard Rectangular steel tubes called SR-PROFILES. As well the SR-Profiles come with feature sharp corners and have the same 
surface finish like the Laser welded profiles.

With a given range of standard mullions and transoms sizes in mild steel 
(S235) with defined structural properties, SR-Profiles are a fast and 
cost-efficient solution for small to medium size curtain and storefront 
walls. SR-Profiles can be combined also with Laser welded sharp corner 
profiles.

SR Profiles - The Aesthetic Choice

SR Profiles - The Standard Solution

Special TubesSR Profiles

https://www.architecturalsteelprofiles.com/laser-welded-profiles-sharp-corners/special-tubes/
https://www.architecturalsteelprofiles.com/laser-welded-profiles-sharp-corners/standard-rectangular-tubes/
https://www.architecturalsteelprofiles.com/


SR Profiles - The Available Stock Range

SR Profiles off-the-shelf
The 60mm width is one of the most common standards for non-load bearing steel-glass curtain walls that 
use glazing support systems like screw-channels or a spider system. Subject to the dimension, the SR-Profiles 
are available in 8m or 10m lengths with a material thicknesses of 6mm.

SR Technical Datasheet
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10 metre length
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https://www.architecturalsteelprofiles.com/downloads/Standard_Kastenprofile.pdf
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SR Profiles - Customise Your SR Profile

SR Profiles custom made
Beside the stock size range, there might be the necessity of customised SR-Profiles. With a minimum run
of 25 t we can supply SR-Profiles with different dimensions and thickness. In addition to that it is possible to 
supply dedicate unified length of stock size shapes, reducing off-cuts. Thus obtaining significant cost savings.

h

t (from 3 to 6 mm)

30 mm 
min

b

50 mm
min

80 mm
max

200 mm 
max

r (0.5 - 1 mm)

Besides the standard available range, a matrix 
of custom sizes is possible, both with regards 
to the dimensions, the wall thickness, as 
well as length wise.

h: from 30 to 200 mm

b: from 50 to 80 mm

t: from 3 to 6 mm

Length: from 4 to 10 metres

Quantity: min. 25 tons

https://www.architecturalsteelprofiles.com/


MONTANSTAHL 
Architectural Steel Profiles GmbH

Höwelstraße 40, D - 33415 Verl, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2522 9370 100 
Email: info@montanstahl.com

Montanstahl – Architectural Steel Profiles

Take advantage of Montanstahl’s expertise grown over many years of production of curtain wall steel sections. No matter if you are looking for 
a simple and slim design for your façade, or if you need highly customised mullions and transom, at Montanstahl you will find the 

appropriate solution in mild steel, high yield steel, stainless and or even in duplex steel. Montanstahl is able 
to supply almost any kind of geometry with either crisp sharp corners or rounded 

corners as open or as hollow shape. 
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